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Abstract: Current literature on fake news is rather abundant and mainly focused on history, variety,
and types, rather than processes. This review draws on current literature to build a working definition
of fake news focused on its present relevance to journalism and political communication contemporary
debate, distinguishing it from non-pertinent conceptual varieties and contributing to a much-needed
clarification on the subject. We performed a qualitative analysis of the literature published between
2016 and 2020. Data were extracted from Web of Science and Scopus. We define fake news as a type
of online disinformation with misleading and/or false statements that may or may not be associated
with real events, intentionally designed to mislead and/or manipulate a specific or imagined public
through the appearance of a news format with an opportunistic structure (title, image, content)
to attract the reader’s attention in order to obtain more clicks and shares and, therefore, greater
advertising revenue and/or ideological gain.
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1. Introduction

The post-truth era (as the value of truth has become less relevant from a sociopolitical
point of view) has given rise to a series of collective and equivalent concepts, with over-
lapping and similar meanings that share an extensive semantic field. “Misinformation”
and “disinformation” [1], “fake news” [2,3], “post-truth” [4], “bullshit” [5–7], “information
pollution” [8], or “information disorder” [9,10] are some of the concepts that—within the
scope of contemporary debate in the field of journalism and political communication—seek
to define the types, elements, and different phases of false information. In fact, this mixture
of discursive genres, launched by the literature, has promoted a semantic confusion that
makes the study of the topic and the identification, detection, and fight against fake news
itself difficult. This extension of the semantic field made these concepts, especially the
term fake news, more equivocal, non-empirical, and the target of opinions and arguments.
It is the definition of the concept of “fake news” that has generated greater discussion
among journalists and the academic community. In fact, the concepts “information pollu-
tion” and “information disorder” emerged with the aim of finding a comprehensive term,
such as a hypernym, that would combine the various approaches of a fragmented media
ecosystem [8,10,11].

Thus, several authors have rejected the validity and use of the term fake news because
it has an “unstable” and “absurd” meaning [12] that is overloaded and polysemic, with a
strong political connotation to delegitimize the media [13]. A better approach is to use more
comprehensive and not so complex terms. A group of experts from the European Com-
mission, precisely because of its polysemic nature, chose to use the term disinformation
instead of “fake news” [14]; Meel and Vishwakarma [8] opted for the terminology “infor-
mation pollution”, while Wardle and Derakhshan [10] opted for “information disorder”
and Kapantai et al. [11] preferred the use of the terminology “false information”.
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However, for other authors, the concept of fake news continues to deserve to be used,
even if the complexity of its meaning is recognized and a common definition is incessantly
sought, albeit without great success [2,6,15–20]. With the popularity that the term has
reached, several academics have focused on the topic, namely with attempts to create a
univocal definition. These exercises increased its semantic field, for example, considering
satirical and parody news, propaganda, or publicity as types of fake news [3].

Therefore, the main objective of this review is to propose a working definition of
fake news, making the concept clear and univocal, eliminating its association with other
meanings and contexts that made it generic and polysemic. Aware of the complexity of
the concept, by the discursive forms it presents not only as a label used by political actors
to criticize the media and journalists, but also in the form of genre [21], we intend to find
an operative definition appropriate for media studies based on the interpretation of three
strongly contested dimensions: (1) creator/producer intent; (2) the degree of falsity of the
content, and (3) the format of presentation of fake news. We aim to achieve a focused and
narrow definition that excludes several categories (bullshit, advertising, jokes, inaccurate
reports, bad journalism, satirical news) to which its meaning is associated, but also a
definition that justifies their exclusion. However, the academic debate around the definition
of fake news goes far beyond this categorization into types or genres and would benefit
from being refocused through a vision that considers these processes.

2. Methods

The aim of this study is to find a narrow, clear, and precise definition of fake news that
will contribute to studies in the area of communication. Therefore, it is intended to find
out to what extent (1) the intention of the producer, (2) the degree of falsity of the content,
and (3) the presentation format are important for the formulation of a precise definition. In
order to obtain a working definition of fake news, we performed a systematic review of the
literature published between 2016 and 2020.

In methodological terms, the documents analyzed in this section were extracted from
two bibliographic databases: Web of Science and Scopus. We considered every “type of
document” in “all languages” to be important for our research, after filtering based on the
relevance of the document, which resulted in a corpus of 63 articles (41—Web of Science;
22—Scopus) (see Figure 1). We selected all the articles that we considered relevant to our
research, meaning those which directly or indirectly discussed the concept/phenomenon
of fake news. Articles that did not contribute in any way to the discussion of the definition
of the concept were excluded.

It should be noted that a total of 1205 documents were analyzed from both databases,
of which 249 documents were filtered for a more detailed analysis of the content for
our investigation. After qualitative evaluation, we reduced our analysis from 249 to
63 documents. We consider these documents to be crucial to formulate not only an operative
definition of fake news, but also to understand the universe of false information. The
formulation of a working definition of fake news is divided into several moments. First, we
addressed the problem of defining fake news as a discursive genre, exposing the various
theories of literature; afterwards, we analyzed what defines the concept of fake news in
comparison with other terms with similar meanings, considering the three dimensions
initially proposed: (1) intention, (2) degree of falsehood, and (3) format.
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3. Defining Fake News: A Current Problem

The phenomenon of fake news has become a social problem. As we mentioned earlier,
finding a common meaning is one of the greatest challenges in recent literature. There are
several reasons to justify the difficulty in defining this concept. First, it is an expression with
a changing meaning, since, before 2016, it referred only to satirical news, with the intention
of entertaining the audience through humor and satire [22,23], later acquiring different
meanings, intentions, and productions that threaten journalism [24,25] and democracy
itself [26,27]. Second, the expression fake news has become a buzzword [3,12,28–30],
an empty word, recurrently associated with something bad or simply false [19], with a
“floating” meaning that is sensitive to various contexts [31]. Third, the political burden
that the term entails, in the sense that the expression is recurrently used in the discourse of
political actors mainly to discredit opposing ideas or parties, as a kind of weapon in the
battlefield of contemporary political debate [32,33], has been one of the major obstacles to
its definition, as well as serving as an argument for other authors to refute the validity of
the concept (see [12,34]).

In fact, several studies, e.g., [31,32], have found that the term is often used as a
linguistic element that supports an argument through the accusation and discrediting of
opposing political opinions, in the sense of labeling statements of the opposition (even if
they are true) as being false. The value that the term acquired as a negative and derogatory
label not only of the work of the media or journalists, but also, for example, of a political
leader, moved away from the fake news concept of the genre, which is assumed, of online
disinformation [21,28,29].

Molina et al. [29] identified seven different types of online content that are associated
or labeled as fake news such as false news, polarized content, satire, misreporting, com-
mentary, persuasive information, citizen journalism. Farkas and Schou [31] also identified
three different contexts in which the expression fake news is used: as a critique of digital
capitalism; as a critique of right-wing policies; and as a critique of liberal and mainstream
journalism. It should also be noted that journalists themselves, insofar as they use the term,
may have contributed to generating more confusion around its meaning, since the way in
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which journalists use the concept also changes over time, especially given its relationship as
an “attack” on the media, rather than presenting it as a threat of online disinformation [28].

When defining the concept of fake news, it is important to take into account its
meaning as a genre and political label. In this working definition we consider only the
genre of fake news as a kind or a form (one of many) of disinformation. McNair [35] (p. 17)
made very clear the need to not confuse fake news (as “news” with content proven to be
false or misleading) with other fake news that “is merely contested by various political and
social actors, usually because it is at odds with a particular ideology or worldview”.

3.1. The Concept of Fake News: A Three-Dimensional Approach
3.1.1. The Importance of Intention

Heuer [36] (p. 25) mentioned that “a lie cannot exist without the truth” and that the lie
assumes itself as a “parasite of the truth”, revealing to be not only its opposite, but also
its partner. This reflection by the author raises a fundamental question as a starting point
for finding a definition of fake news, in which he suggests that only by being aware of the
truth can one truly lie and verify its inauthenticity. Several authors [37–39] consider, as
relevant for the definition of fake news, the fact that its content is demonstrably false; that
is, that false information can be verified and denied by presenting true facts. On the other
hand, Heuer’s [36] reflection on lying takes into account another factor—mentioned by
these authors and by most of the literature—which is the awareness of the truth in the act
of lying, which we can call the deliberate intention to deceive. The intention to deceive or
manipulate has been, in recent years, the most discussed element in the construction of
the definition of fake news. In addition, it is also one of the most accepted aspects and is
considered essential to define the concept [1–3,15,37,40–44].

If we look at the meaning of the word “fake” (in fake news), its meaning, whether in the
nominal or verbal condition, leads us to forgery, fraud, imitation, replica, or pretense [45].
The term “fake” suggests that fake news should not be equated with false news, that
is, that it is not only false information, but also content that was manufactured with the
intention of deceiving and falsifying the journalistic industry [42]. False news can be a
journalistic work (composed partially of falsehoods), which resulted from a journalistic
error [18]. Either from a lack of experience, or because sources were not verified, or from
plain irresponsibility, in all these cases, the journalist did not intend to deceive or hide the
truth from the reader. The literature has considered the producer’s intention, in the field of
information philosophy, as one of the main distinguishing elements between disinformation
and misinformation [1,46,47]. It should be noted that either one or the other includes false
content, but in the case of misinformation, this falsehood is accidental. The Oxford English
Dictionary also makes this distinction between terms. Allcott and Gentzkow [37] considered
that (1) unintentional reporting errors, (2) rumours, (3) conspiracy theories, (4) satire, and
(5) false statements by politicians should not be considered as being fake news, even though
they share part of its semantic field.

However, other authors, e.g., [6,20,48], have argued that it is not necessary for the
creator to intend to deceive for fake news to emerge. One of the biggest problems associated
with the mandatory integration of intent into the definition of fake news is related to the
difficulty in deciphering the creator’s intent at the time of writing [6,7,16,17]. Is the producer
acting honestly, because he believes the content to be true or because he intends to deceive?
To what extent is it possible to assess or measure your intent? These are some of the
questions that have raised many doubts regarding the obligation to include intent in the
definition. Molina et al. [29] argued that this “impossibility” can serve as an obstacle to the
automated detection of fake news. Giglietto et al. [49], Grundmann [50], and Dentith [16]
criticized the epistemic view based on the producer, in the sense that they ignore the role
of the consumer. Giglietto et al. [49] proposed to go beyond the initial stage (producer)
through an interdisciplinary approach, in which the dynamic processes of propagators
and consumers are integrated, stating that what is informative for one person may not be
informative for another. Grundmann [50] also underlined the subjectivity of what may
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or may not be considered misleading, and highlighted the importance of determining
the group to whom the message or news is addressed, along with the effect it may have.
Dentith [16] (p. 31) argues that fake news has a target audience from which the creator’s
intention can be verified: “not everyone in a certain demographic is presumably the
target of some piece of fake news. Rather, it all depends on the nature of the fake news
itself”. From the perspective of Dentith [16], it is important to highlight the way in which
Rochlin [43] defined fake news, considering that, more than a matter of facts or defamation,
they intend to attack the pre-existing beliefs of the public.

On the other hand, there are several authors who have argued that fake news is dis-
seminated or created by “publishers” who simply do not care about the truth. Jaster and
Lanius [6] did not consider that the intention to deceive is the only way to provoke decep-
tion and to transmit falsehoods, stating that many creators, such as the young Macedonians
who produced fake news during the US campaign, were not interested in deceiving, but
that they simply “didn’t care” to convey the truth. Young people were only interested in
producing content that would be widely shared, thus earning advertising revenue. This
argument has led several authors [6,7,17,41] to add the bullshit concept, coined by Frank-
furt [5], to the semantic field of fake news. Frankfurt [5] defined bullshit as statements
that do not care about the truth, stressing that the truth is indifferent to their creator. This
distinguishes the liar from the person reporting bullshit (from the bullshitter), as the liar
seeks to convince the recipient that the falsehood is true. The bullshit dimension elimi-
nates the centrality that the intention to deceive occupies in fake news. In addition to the
argument that young Macedonians did not intend to deceive (but did not care about the
truth to achieve their goals) [51], Jaster and Lanius [6] also compareed Donald Trump’s
tweets, which they considered mostly absurd and false, but with no intention of the former
president of the United States to deceive. Therefore, Mukerji [7] defines fake news as a kind
of bullshit news.

Walters [48] argued that the separation of intentions from the definition of fake news
would be the best way to obtain a concept. According to the author, considering the
intentions for the definition requires us to evaluate each case individually. To justify his
argument, he took as an example the action of artificial intelligence in the creation and
dissemination of fake news, done through bots. In this case, he argued that it becomes
“highly problematic” to pretend that the creator of fake news, the electronic bot, has any
kind of intention. Pepp et al. [20] completely neglected the role of deceptive intentions
and argued that fake news is not real news because it was simply not created according to
journalistic standards. The authors refuted some known definitions of fake news, such as
those of Rini [42] and Gelfert [2], using examples such as the Pizzagate case (see [52]) and
the issue related to production supported by artificial intelligence, arguing that, in the first
case, there was a pre-existing true belief in what was false and, in the second case, that one
cannot attribute “blame” to a programmed bot.

3.1.2. Format Similar to News

It may be through the format of the presentation of fake news that it is possible
to distinguish between fake news and the aforementioned genres [2,15,53]. In fact, the
similarity to the news format, which fake news presents, also serves as an element of
distinction from other types of disinformation genres [44]. Fallis and Mathiesen [41] argued
that fake news should be studied as counterfeit news, a fake or counterfeit news that
imitates genuine news in its form. Without taking into account what characterizes news,
which refers to the deontology and values of journalism, counterfeit news intends to
manipulate and deceive, pretending to be “true”. As with a fake painting that imitates an
original painting, or like a counterfeit coin, fake news is not true news either [2].

We understand that news refers to a report of a certain real and recent event, of
general interest [54,55], which somehow affects society and transmits something new to
its audience [56]. News is a product that comes from the creation of journalists who, by
the basic principles of journalism, obey the principles of verification and independence to
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report the facts [25,29]. Therefore, the concept of fake news, in the strict sense of the word,
is contradictory. It is an oxymoron [3,57], as news is by nature true and not false.

Most authors agree that fake news is composed of articles that mimic the format of a
news or report, with false statements or information that were created with a malicious
intent to deceive or manipulate the reader [1–3,37,42] (see Table 1).

Table 1. Main proposals for the definition of fake news in the literature. Caption: (1) Completely or
partially false statements; (2) there must be intent to mislead; (3) only in news format.

Main Definitions 1 2 3 References

“Fake news is news that is fabricated, and deliberately intended to
mislead or deceive, typically appears on sites that masquerade as genuine

news sites”.
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itself out as a news piece (b) that makes objectively false assertions that
given events have occurred (c) in a materially false manner. By design,

this definition avoids any requirement of intent because improper intent
is not a necessary requirement for a piece to be fake news”.
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Fake news intends to imitate the presentation of news and reports in order to acquire
credibility and legitimacy [1,3,15,61]. However, it is important to note that fake news is not
limited to obtaining the appearance of the news. Fake news seeks to imitate journalistic
writing, the way a news article includes a photograph, and the way a credible news
site presents itself [3,62]. One of the most popular fake stories in the United States was
published on a fake website (abcnews.com.co) that closely resembles the ABC News website
(abcnews.go.com), not only in format but also in name, in the logo, and in the network
address (URL) [62,63]. The similarity of fake news with the journalistic news reports
enhances the seriousness of this menace regarding the other elements of disinformation. The
reach or popularity that fake news achieves is intrinsically related to the way it is presented,
since, under the guise of news, it obtains a public perception that gives it credibility.

Furthermore, fake news often takes the same format that news presents when shared,
especially on social networks, such as in the news feed (in the case of Facebook) or as a
tweet (in the case of Twitter), which reinforces this perception. Just like a journalistic piece,
a fake news appears on social media with title, image, signature/source (see Figure 2).
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Dentith [16] stated that, by itself, the malicious intent to deceive is not enough to
consider certain content as fake news if it is not presented as news. In fact, this is one of the
criteria that makes it possible not to consider political discourse as fake news, although it
can be news. In this sense, Gelfert [2] argued that fake news presents false and misleading
statements by design: wanting to refer to the processes of production and presentation of
false statements as a whole, from the sources to the way they are propagated, manipulating
the cognitive processes of the public. Fake news also seeks to be always present, as with the
news, through the creation of a network of fake websites [3]. Mourão and Robertson [64]
argued that fake news combines a set of characteristics that are inherent to the news,
although not so related to the model followed by professional journalism, as is the case of
sensationalism or clickbait. In this line of thought, Robertson and Mourão [65] argued that
fake news sites can emerge as a kind of alternative journalism. These authors argue that
the way these sites present their “news” defies the standard and practices of conventional
media, looking for a community of strong partisan and ideological beliefs, unhappy with
the traditional media. Robertson and Mourão [65] considered that fake news openly
exposes prejudice, ignoring the importance of objectivity and truth to attract the public
disillusioned with traditional media.

https://bit.ly/3b8TzXz
https://bit.ly/3b8TzXz
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3.1.3. Level of Falsehood

Most of the time, fake news editors seek to report or describe the reality or events that
happened, but through false statements and the distortion of facts, in a mixture of totally
fabricated content with truths or half-truths [2,42,61,64]. Most authors agree that fake news
does not simply imply a completely invented false story, although there are some authors
who defend this argument [58,66]. Fake news uses media-mediated subjects, which are of
public interest, to distort and manipulate information according to their goals, propagating
falsehoods through the formulation of exaggerated, outrageous, and controversial stories
in order to appeal to stereotypes and social prejudices, provoking different types of strong
emotions in the reader [15,43,64]. This type of approach helps fake news to go viral easily
and quickly, as it is content that is more likely to be widely shared [67–71]. Fake news is
dependent on its popularity. Rini [42] argued that fake news “presupposes a collective
deception” and that the size of the lie is crucial for the sustainability of the lie, whether for
ideological or financial gain. Fake news is strategically designed to explore all aspects that
capture the reader’s attention in order to make your story popular [15] so that, as with a
virus, it is constantly transmitted.

However, is falsehood a necessary element for the definition of fake news? Some
authors [6,7,17] have argued that a report or news item can be misleading, containing
statements that are literally true. Like the scale proposed by Wardle [72], in which false
context is assumed as a preponderant element of the various levels of disinformation,
Jaster and Lanius [6] underline the importance of the way content is presented, stating
that true information, presented in a certain context or in a certain order, may convey
something false. While in news, “what is said” and “what is transmitted” is true, in fake
news, although what is said may be true, what is transmitted is misleading [7,17,61].

4. Framing and Analysis of the Semantic Field of Fake News

The similarities between these concepts exist. Wittgenstein [73] called “family resem-
blance” to the interconnection of concepts that share identity in some aspects, but not all,
allowing for some analogies or kinship. As he explained in the Philosophical Investigations
about language games: “(...) we see a complicated network of similarities that intersect and
overlap one another. Resemblances of ensemble and detail. I cannot better characterize
these similarities than with the expression “family resemblances”; because the diverse
similarities between the members of a family overlap and intersect in the same way” [73]
(pp. 66–67). The case applies to propaganda or satire: they may have some resemblance
to fake news, but they are not the same. We thus justify the exclusion of the ‘types of fake
news’ most mentioned in the literature: satire/parody news, advertising, and propaganda
from the operative definition of fake news that we use in this work.

4.1. Propaganda vs. Fake News

Like fake news, propaganda is usually based on real events and deliberately and
consciously seeks to attract people’s attention [44,59,60]. However, unlike fake news, pro-
paganda always follows an ideological or partisan agenda, promoting positive or negative
aspects of a particular party, government, or politician. Fake news creators can do the same,
but they do not have to follow a certain ideology, nor have the motivation to manipulate
attitudes or challenge beliefs, as is required by propaganda [74]. We know that, many times,
the goal of creators is exclusively to earn money through digital advertising [40,75,76],
or even for fun and approval in a certain social media [77–79]. Furthermore, although
in both cases the content was created deliberately and consciously, the intention of the
advertisement is to “persuade” [80], while fake news is mainly intended to “deceive”.
Propaganda also aims to exclusively serve the interests of politicians, which is not always
the case with fake news. Fake news also presents itself as news, imitating its process and
format, unlike advertising, which is not mandatory.
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4.2. Satire/Parody News vs. Fake News

Many authors consider satire or parody news as a type of fake news [72,81,82]. Before
2016, the literature began by analyzing fake news in this sense. However, with the transfor-
mations of the media system, this meaning has evolved. The clear objective of satire is to
entertain, resorting to the use of humor, enjoyment, exaggeration [83,84]. Furthermore, the
programs they are associated with (e.g., Saturday Night Live or The Daily Show) can mimic
the format of a news program, with the figure of a pivot reading the news, but this is not in
order to make that content “false” or “satirical” more credible and legitimate. This format
essentially serves to criticize politicians and journalists, with the presenter or journalist
being “genuinely ironic” and using humor to describe a fiction [85]. Although the themes
or issues addressed are the same as those on the agenda of a legitimate news organization,
there is a comedic intent [86]. Some authors consider that a part of the readers may not
understand the joke or not be aware of the context in which the statement is made, causing
confusion and “deceiving” the reader [82,87]. However, this is not enough to categorize
satire news as a type of fake news, because satire seeks to entertain rather than inform, and
its protagonists are artists and comedians [3].

4.3. Advertising vs. Fake News

A recent definition considers advertising as “brand-initiated communication intent
on impacting people” [88] (p. 334). These authors decided to disregard “persuasion”
and “action” from the definition of the concept, considering the “impact” or “effect”.
Furthermore, they did not refer to the promotion of a brand through a report or news
format, but through other formats: banners, websites, video, research, social networks. As
with propaganda, advertising is based on facts, but does not consider our prejudices or
beliefs, nor does it aim to influence politically [59]. Advertising also does not have to have
part of its content false, nor is it intended to deceive, such as fake news. Even in the case of
misleading advertising, Gelfert [2] shows us that, despite the deliberate intention to deceive
being common in both concepts, the difference lies in the format of the presentation. We
also know that fake news is not spread using, for example, billboard ads.

5. A Working Definition of Fake News

We define fake news as “a type of online disinformation (1), with (2) misleading
and/or false statements that may or may not be associated with real events, (3) intentionally
created to mislead and/or manipulate a public (4) specific or imagined, (5) through the
appearance of a news format with an opportunistic structure (title, image, content) to attract
the reader’s attention, in order to obtain more clicks and shares and, therefore, greater
advertising revenue and/or ideological gain”.

We believe that these five features are particularly relevant to limit the concept of
fake news. First, we approach the concept of contemporary fake news, that is, in an (1)
online context. This implies that the study of the phenomenon focuses on the digital
universe, in which it is possible to understand the model of production, distribution, and
consumption of contemporary fake news. Speed, scale, and proliferation are the main
elements, understood through the online context that allows us to distinguish contemporary
fake news from those that have always existed. If we consider the current state of COVID-
19 pandemic, we can easily understand the speed with which fake news spreads in an
online context. Given the seriousness of the spread of fake news about COVID-19, Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the World Health Organization (WHO), said
that the world “is not just fighting an epidemic; we are fighting an infodemic” [89]. The
neologism (information + epidemic = infodemic) refers precisely to the speed with which
disinformation spreads, similar to a virus.

Second, our definition recognizes that fake news is more than just false information.
We purposely chose (2) “misleading statements” for our definition of fake news because it
does not limit the concept to the single need for completely or partially false information,
allowing it to encompass misrepresentations and distortions of fact or the intentional con-
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cealment of information. “Misleading” arises to the extent that the producer intentionally
seeks to induce, even in some cases with literally true statements, deception in the reader,
still exploring his prejudices and generating false beliefs. We suggest as an example the
following title “Woman dies after taking the COVID-19 vaccine”. Assuming that this article
does not support any more relevant information and that most readers limit themselves
to reading the titles of the articles without clicking on the link that gives access to the
complete news [90,91], this headline suggests that the COVID-19 vaccine killed the woman
who took it, even if the woman could have died after being vaccinated, for example, by
being run over while crossing the road. This misleading title (literally true), disseminated
in a pandemic context in which there was strong skepticism about the viability of the
vaccine [92], can provoke several strong feelings in the reader, such as fear, panic, or anxiety.
Furthermore, this type of (5) “opportunistic” title of fake news serves to exemplify the way
in which its producers skillfully adapt their agenda to different contexts and play with the
controversies of reality [84]. Fake news also uses fear and panic either to make money from
digital advertising or to confuse and promote prejudices or ideologies, opportunistically, in
specific and peculiar situations.

For example, Humprecht [93] found that the narrative of fake news in European
countries (such as Germany) was strongly affected by the refugee crisis, and essentially
explored stereotypes and prejudices associated with Islamic culture. In southern Europe,
in Portugal, fake news producers opportunely used an anti-corruption, anti-EU, and
nationalist discourse, considering that the country had recently gone through an economic
crisis, which had resulted in increased unemployment and salary cuts [94,95]. Even in
the United States, several studies [96–98] have indicated that fake news, during the 2016
elections, was created for a specific audience (alt-right/radical populist right), which sees
itself in a nationalist position, defending white supremacy and rejecting traditional media.
In the face of US political instability and the crisis of EU integration policy, Russia has
timely used disinformation campaigns to attack and destabilize US policy and the European
Union [99].

Fake news discourse exploits readers’ fear and panic, as well as their prejudices, and
the COVID-19 pandemic has become a crucial asset for fake news producers. Despite its
verity being scientifically proven, fake news and disinformation in general continue to feed
deniers with the argument that COVID-19 is a hoax [100,101] or to present miracle cures
and instill panic and fear in populations [102].

Furthermore, impressive information combined with a provocative structure, with
shocking or outrageous images, contribute to its rapid dissemination, especially through
users who find themselves in possession of unprecedented and relevant information. The
user feels his social reputation reinforced, showing to his interaction nucleus (friends,
private and public groups) that he is “informed”, thus he seeks to transmit the news as
quickly as possible [103–105]. However, it is important to emphasize that not every reader
will be deceived or will be anxious to serve as a witness to the “information”. Therefore,
from the beginning of fabrication, the producer of fake news seeks that the deception
reaches at least one (4) part of the audience and, if possible, as many people as possible.
In this way, his goals can be achieved more effectively and quickly, regardless of whether
they are financial or ideological. The audience the producer intends to reach is determined
based on the content and its goals. The audience can be social media users in general, as
well as users who seek to reinforce their political or ideological convictions. In a journalistic
investigation, Sydell [106] interviewed a fake news producer. The subject highlighted the
great desire of the US alt-right to consume pro-Trump fake news, saying that the content
was successful because it referred to what “the people wanted to hear”.

Thirdly, it is important to point out that the different approaches to the definition of
fake news necessarily imply a continuous allusion to the intentionality of the creator or
producer. One of the biggest problems is related to the difficulty in deciphering the creator’s
intention at the time of writing [6,7,16,17]. In our working definition, (3) intentionality
plays a key role because it allows us to distinguish fake news from other similar terms
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(for example, satirical news or parody, journalistic errors, advertising, or propaganda),
considering it as a kind of disinformation. As mentioned earlier, some authors state the
production of fake news by young Macedonians as an example that there is not always a
malicious intent to deceive, but only an intention to obtain clicks to increase advertising
revenue. In addition, some authors [20,48] argue that it is impossible to assess the intention
of a programmed bot that can also produce and disseminate fake news. Regarding the
issue of young Macedonians, we argue that their fake news is intentionally malicious
because it is faked and simulated for financial gain. In other words, it is important to
note that their content was strategically designed and selected to attract more clicks and
maximize the reach of each publication. We know that their fake news, which do not
intend to obtain ideological gain, seek to obtain advertising revenue by exploiting the most
promising elements to their popularity [15]. Goals continue to be achieved through the in-
tention to deceive people, whether through shocking and impressive images or provocative
(clickbait) headlines that stimulate strong positive or negative feelings. Although in this
case, spreading false information is not the only or the main objective, lying and financial
gain are co-dependent; that is, the financial income will be higher and achieved faster if
false, hyperbolic, and scandalous information is chosen [67,71,107]. Regarding the fact
that fake news can be produced through artificial intelligence or programmed bots, intent
does not lie in the automation of the process, but with the bot’s programmer: the intent to
disseminate fake news is his.

Finally, we consider that this review presents a useful proposal to solve the existing
problem around a consensual definition of fake news. We found a working definition of the
concept of fake news that contributes to the scientific field of communication sciences. This
proposal resulted from the understanding of the contemporary fake news phenomenon.
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